Mini Selfie stick with jack 3,5 mm
SKU: TESELFISHAFTMINI

Mini Selfie Rod with 0.6-metre telescopic
Jack cable in Easy Pack France
Mini Selfie Rod with 0.6-metre telescopic
Jack cable in Ligth Blue color
Mini Selfie Rod with 0.6-metre telescopic
Jack cable in Red color
Mini Selfie Rod with 0.6-metre telescopic
Jack cable in Green color

pole for remote photo shooting and 3.5mm universal
pole for remote photo shooting and 3.5mm universal
pole for remote photo shooting and 3.5mm universal
pole for remote photo shooting and 3.5mm universal

WHY CHOOSE IT?
This Selfie Mini Telescopic Boom is the perfect accessory for taking great pictures. Thanks to its compact size, it is highly portable so
you can take it out wherever you go and capture snapshots of your life at any time.
CLICK THE PERFECT SELFIE
It's easy to use this selfie stick: it simply connects to your smartphone with the universal 3.5mm jack cable provided.
You need to download the dedicated Go Selfie app, then you can share your images with your friends and on social networks. You simply
need to press the button on the handle and start having fun.
HIGHLY PORTABLE AND EASY TO CARRY
When folded the selfie pole is only 20 cm long, so it's easily carried in bags or backpacks. The stick is very light and extends up to
50cm.
FEATURES:
Measures only 20cm when folded
Extendable up to 50cm
3.5 mm jack connection supplied
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Download the dedicated Go Selfie app for smartphones to enable photography
Suitable for Android 4.2.2 and up and IOS 5.0.1 and upwards
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Extendable up to 50cm
3.5 mm jack connection supplied
Download the dedicated Go Selfie app for smartphones to enable photography
Suitable for Android 4.2.2 and up and IOS 5.0.1 and upwards
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Mini Selfie stick with jack 3,5 mm
SKU: TESELFISHAFTMINI

Details
EAN: 8018417216541
Included accessories: Rubber adapter
Maximum width: width 12 cm ; height 6 cm
Minimum width: width 9 cm ; height 4.5 cm
Rotation: 360°
Shaft length: Up to 60 cm
Compatible operative systems: Android mag 4.2.2 e IOS mag 5.0

Pack:
Height Pack: 200 mm. / 180 mm.
Width Pack: 90 mm.
Depth Pack: 35 mm. / 40 mm.
Weight Pack: 102 g.
Number of products included Pack: 1

Inner:
Amount Inner: 6
Height Inner: 215 mm. / 100 mm.
Width Inner: 215 mm. / 100 mm.
Depth Inner: 220 mm.
Weight Inner: 700 g.

Master:
Amount Master: 48
Height Master: 220 mm. / 450 mm.
Width Master: 225 mm. / 450 mm.
Depth Master: 460 mm.
Weight Master: 6200 g.
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